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I personally love my local library, Shepard Pruden Memorial library. What about you? Libraries have had a positive impact on me since I was little. They are very important for the future generations of North Carolina and for our schools.

First of all, I have childhood memories of me going to the library with my dad and my sister. We would go for Story Time, crafts, to check out picture books, or just to read. I loved it. Especially the crafts. I made a real birdhouse one time at the library. Not just one of those craft kit ones. Now the school library is a place for me to escape from the noisy cafeteria- because of Battle of the Books of course. We'll get to that later though. The downtown librarian has impacted me personally by convincing my mom to let me read Harry Potter. Which was very difficult, believe me.

Our local librarians would do almost anything for us. They have said it to me personally. Chowan Middle School's librarian, Mrs. Wells, has a unique relationship with the Shepard Pruden Memorial library (downtown library). The downtown library offers ECards for the middle school. They allow us to check out books on our chrome books. Most of my peers would rather read E-Books than a paper book. So it really has a significant influence on them. I'm the reverse, I like reading the paper copy if I can. Whenever I use the E-books they give me headaches. My school has a news broadcast for the students. Guess who it’s run by? The school library! We also have a Battle of the Books group. Guess who it's run by, the school librarian.

https://youtu.be/DhuS3IzAC1Y

Not only are the libraries important now, but they’re also important for our future. Libraries are a resource of education through reading. Which is something every person deserves. A perfect illustration is how the Downtown Library is plugged into our middle school. Libraries also keep the facts, even though social media is twisting them. They don't try to erase our history.

Libraries also benefit the community. They provide a safe place for someone to go to work on a school project or to use the internet. This is important for our area because lots of people in our country have terrible internet. This is because our area is very rural and because some homes can’t pay for the internet. They also present free resources for education such as copiers, movies, computers, magazines and more.

School and local libraries had a significant role in our past. Only we can make them have that same positive impact in our future.
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